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Abstract:
Throughout this thesis, I argue how the loudness war has affected our listening experience,
through affect and attention, when listening to ubiquitous music. This is done in order to show
that music is an ever changing activity. This means that how we understand music and
consume it, can never be fixed. In the theoretical framework, the loudness war and ubiquitous
listening are linked together through the concepts of listening experience and listening
formation. The loudness war is a conflict in the ongoing history of sound reproduction where
music is getting more compressed in order to achieve louder sounding music. This is in line
with the demands of music consumers, but this goes against the grain of audiophiles.
Ubiquitous music is a concept which says that music is becoming more ubiquitous and
therefore requires a less attentive listening mode. Despite the fact that ubiquitous music
requires less attention, it still produces affective responses. Listening formation ties this all
together because it theorizes the shared listening experience. The case study of this thesis,
which is a musical analysis, shows how the theoretical framework works in practice. Here,
two albums of Oasis are discusses, first through contemporary reviews from 1995-2000. This
is in order to show how music is generally reviewed and show the listening formation of the
time that the albums came out. Secondly, I have showed my own listening formation by
performing a new musical analysis. Because I am not a part of the same listening formation as
the contemporary reviewers, my methods, observations and outcomes are different. All
together this thesis shows how our understanding of listening experience affects our opinion
on music.
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Introduction
Some time ago, on one of my daily summer road trips, I noticed myself enjoying the music I
was listening to more than usual while driving by car. The sun was shining and my windows
were all rolled down. Even though I experienced massive amounts of background noises,
those occur naturally when you drive a 120 km/h on the highway with the windows rolled
down, I noticed that it did not interfere with my listening experience. It seemed as though the
speed, the sun, the warmth, and the noise of the wind created a perfect musical atmosphere for
the rock ‘n’ roll tunes of Oasis’ Be Here Now, an album highly criticized for its overtly loud
production. But It was exactly the loud production, that appeared detrimental for others'
listening experience, that enhanced my own listening experience. Whereas other albums I
tried listening to in the car, that were hailed for their sound production such as Pink Floyd’s
The Dark Side Of The Moon,i did not seem to fit the listening environment.
In an ever-changing musical landscape, the way that we think about or perceive music
cannot stay fixed. Big technological and ideological developments, such as the loudness war
or the rise of streaming endless amounts of music, come paired with even bigger changes to
the ways we listen to music as well as the music we listen to itself. This thesis will function as
a response to that question raised by academic writers, such as Anahid Kassabian: what has
changed in music, and what does that mean for our ways of thinking about music? The thesis
addresses that question by combining literature from various authors, on topics such as the
loudness war, ubiquitous listening, volume, and listening formations, with a case study.
Because “what does that mean for our ways of thinking about music?” is too broad to
give a relevant and concise answer on, I will be focusing on listening experience. In
particular, this thesis will focus on how the loudness war has affected our listening
experience, through affect and attention, when listening to ubiquitous music. The theoretical
framework of my thesis will address the ever-changing listening experience through a couple
subjects. I will be looking at the influence of the loudness war on how music is produced and
what this means for possible listening modes. This will be discussed through the concepts
dynamic range, ear fatigue, hyper-compression, and listening modes. Secondly, recent
changes in our listening experience will be addressed through concepts such as affect,
attention, distributed subjectivity, and ubiquitous listening. Furthermore, this theoretical
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framework will combine both the loudness war (as an example of technological musical
changes) and ubiquitous listening (as an example of changing consumption of music).
The case study in this thesis is a musical analysis centered around Oasis’ second
album (What’s The Story) Morning Glory?ii and third album Be Here Now. First, this case
study will contain a discussion of primary sources, specifically album reviews, from multiple
popular music magazines. These can be found in appendix 1 to 10. This is to establish how
both albums were received back when they came out. I do this to show examples of how
music, ‘traditionally’, is discussed. Secondly, I will be performing a new musical analysis of
the music addressed in the first part of this case study. Here, I address the listening
experience, through musical elements such as sonic flow, dynamics, and listening modes. As
both Kassabian and Devine theorize throughout their works, the listening experience is often
not considered an equally important element, in comparison to e.g. musical genre or song
structure, in the appraisal of music. To address the listening experience, a dynamic range
database, Camelot Wheel, and a Waveform of the concerned songs are used in my analysis.
This is to create a new kind of analysis, which I call a transition analysis. This case study will
be concluded by addressing some of the differences between the two methods, the old ones
based on subjective perception and my new one based on listening experience, of analyzing
music.
To conclude my thesis, I will be summarizing important points made throughout this
study. These will be put together in order to support my vision. Which is: ‘When studying
music, you are not just studying a research object, but you are studying a practice as well.’ By
not addressing listening experiences or imagined audience, you are overlooking a vital part of
the music. This is where the relevance of my study lies. Not just for music or media studies,
but consumers and music journalists alike.
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Theoretical Framework
Fidelity and the history of sound reproduction
With the invention of sound recording, the realm of listening experience inherited a new
measuring unit called fidelity. Kyle Devine defines Fidelity concise as “truth-to-the-original”
(2013, 159) and describes that a sound recording has “to be faithful (utilising (sic) a frequency
range wide enough to approximate the original sounds) - but it also had to be loud (capturing
a dynamic range comparable to that of the original sound” (159). This means that a realistic,
or hi-fi, sound recording has to have a frequency range and dynamic range which is as close
to the original performance as possible. This statement immediately brings to mind the
following supposition: music achieved more fidelity over the years because of technological
developments. Devine theorizes throughout the essay that achieving perfect fidelity is
impossible because of the socially constructed nature of fidelity (161-163).
Within the social construction of fidelity, there is a gap between the publics'
preferential listening experience and audiophiles aesthetical idealsiii (160-161). Even though
loudness and fidelity work together to create the ideal sound, the inversely correlated nature
of loudness and fidelity ultimately lead to preferring one over the other (166). According to
Devine, “Audiences often choose loudness over fidelity, whereas audio enthusiasts tend
toward ideals of fidelity. Instead of favouring fidelity, audiences like loudness because of its
ability to furnish certain situations with music” (160-161). In this quote, the strong nature of
the imagined listening experience can be seen. From a physiological point of view, the
audiophiles ideals do make sense. Daniel Schneck and Dorita Berger al theorize that soundwise, softer-sounding music is preferred over louder-sounding music (2006, 218). This is
because greater volume equals a bigger amplitude of sound vibration, which is perceived by
the human auditory system as loud vibration. Excessive use of volume can lead to
overstimulation and eventually even damaging the auditory systems (217-218). Even though
greater loudness is not ideal from a physiological point of view, Devine shows, through a
discussion of primary sources on the invention of multiple early sound recording media such
as the phonograph, that it was nevertheless of great importance to the consumers imagined
listening experience (2013, 166-172).iv
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The Loudness war: Dynamic range, hyper-compression, and listening-fatigue
The loudness war is, according to Devine, a turning point for the role of loudness, thus
dynamics as well, in “the problem space of fidelity” (2013, 161-162). So what is this so-called
loudness war and how should we understand this? Earl Vickers described the loudness war as
“a term applied to the ongoing increase in the loudness of recorded music, particularly on
Compact Discs, as musicians, mastering engineers and record companies apply dynamics
compression and limiting in an attempt to make their recordings louder than those of their
competitors” (2010, 1). The notion that increased loudness is achieved by dynamic
compression is important. The fact that recording companies have landed in an arms race,
shows that they listened to the wants of consumers as described by Devine earlier in this
theoretical framework. Achieving louder recordings is done by compressing the music tightly
on the recordings, which can go as far as hyper-compression.
Compressing music too far, thus making the music too loud, can have detrimental
effects on the listening experience as well as the quality of the recording. A possible result of
too loudly mixed music is audio clipping. This is a form of audio distortion where the
amplitude of a sound wave is higher than the sound recordings capability. The outcome is that
the amplitude of the soundwave is capped off (McCallister 2018), which is heard as audio
distortion (Vickers 2010, 9). Hyper-compression and clipping can lead to listening-fatigue (910). Vickers explained this as fatigue that occurs when listening to music, possibly hypercompressed, that causes the listener to become physically and/or mentally tired (9-10).
Hyper-compression does have positive sides too. The distorted characteristics of
hyper-compression can be fitting for aesthetic preferences of certain genres that lean heavily
on distortion such as black metal or noise-rock. Hyper-compressed, and thus extra loud, music
can be fitting for a more diverse range of listening environments (Vickers 2010, 7-8). Soft or
dynamically rich music works well in stable environments but tends to fit less in rowdy
environments with a lot of background noises such as cars, parties, bars, beaches, etc.
Where the loudness war has harmed an existing listening mode best described as
highly attentive close-listening, it paved a way as well for a more diverse range of listening
modes and experiences. Hyper-compression, loss of dynamics, and listening-fatigue have a
detrimental effect on the close-listening mode since overtly loud mastered music does not fit
the intended listening experience of the close-listening mode. Listening-fatigue makes it
harder to pay close attention to the music for longer periods and the loss of dynamics does not
4

fit the aesthetical preferences of the close-listening mode. In return, the louder mastering of
music made it possible for music to be listened to in every imaginable environment. Rowdy
environments such as driving cars, supermarkets, or crowded beaches can be turned into new
and enjoyable listening environments. Because environments such as these have to deal with a
diversity of background noises, ranging from soft to loud and muffled or flat to shrill, the
music has to cut through or drown out the noise. Loudly mastered or hyper-compressed music
does just that. It cuts through the noise, drowns it out, and makes it possible for consumers to
enjoy music in a lot more places than their own homes. This new way of mastering music
enabled the invention of new collective listening modes and uses. Devine describes a similar
occurrence throughout the history of sound reproduction where technological developments,
such as the invention of louder music media, lead to new ways of consuming music, such as
dance classes taught from the home of the teacher (2013, 167-168).
Ubiquitous Music/Listening and Listening Formations: ubiquity, affect/attention, distributed
subjectivity, and listening modesv

The invention of sound reproduction led to a big change in what it meant to listen to music.
Namely, it lifted the finite condition of music and therefore made it possible for music to
become infinite. This means that music used to end the moment that it sounded. Before the
invention of sound recording, it was impossible to separate sound from its origins. This means
that it was only possible to listen to a piece of music when someone was performing that
music live. Sound recording, in combination with sound reproduction, made it possible to
separate the music from its origin, store it and eventually play it back whenever and wherever
you wanted. Over the past century, technological advancements enabled the understanding of
play-it-back-whenever-and-wherever-you-want to become much broader. For instance, sound
recording and reproduction made it possible for music to become ubiquitous.
Kassabian discusses this new property of music through the concept of ubiquitous
music and its accompanying listening mode ubiquitous listening. Ubiquitous music comes
with four important notions: Ubiquity/omnipresence, (secondary) attention, affect, and
distributed subjectivity (Kassabian 2013, 11). First of all, the omnipresence/ubiquity of music
plays a vital role. The fact that music has become omnipresent, means a big shift in our
consuming of music. Kassabian theorizes that the boundaries between background music,
which was solely made for secondary listening, and foreground music, which was made for
primary listening, have disappeared (34-36). Ubiquitous music is everywhere at all times, and
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can therefore be listened to as a primary or secondary activity (48-49). Attention-wise, this
means that ubiquitous music uses a more passive mode of listening. Since this music can be
everywhere and at all times, it does not require an attentive close-listening mode. Even though
music is not our primary source of attention, it still affects our atmosphere (mood) by
producing an affective response through our senses. After our senses have been triggered and
affect is created, some sort of scar tissue-like residue is left behind in our affective system.
This scar tissue is activated during future listening sessions and experienced as emotions (1215). Because listening to ubiquitous music is an activity shared with the people who are in the
same physical space, who all create affective responses, distributed subjectivity is created.
This distributed subjectivity can be seen as a field on “which dense nodes (…) shift and move,
sometimes appearing to come together in static groupings (…), but they are never actually
standing still. On this field, human, nonhuman, subhuman, and suprahuman units aggregate,
interact, and drift apart, creating what Deleuze and Guattari called assemblages” (138). In one
location, there can be multiple fields. This is because not everyone shares the same emotional
mood that is activated when they hear the music, but there are always people who have a
shared identity or mood.vi
What makes distributed subjectivity so important, is that it theorizes the shared
listening experiences. These shared listening experiences occur most notably in the earlier
mentioned rowdy environments. For example, take a beach party. At this beach party, one DJ
is playing a set and there is a large crowd interacting with the beach party. The crowd at this
party are all individuals, but at the same time, they are part of a bigger whole. The people who
have the same affective reaction to the music and atmosphere of the party, feel connected to
each other. For instance: some people think the music is too loud, people are enjoying the
danceability of the music and some people enjoy having a conversation with others. All of
them are connected to other people with the same affective response and attentive listening
mode. When something happens, for instance, they get bumped into a lot, their mood shifts.
This affects their affective musical response, shifting from a positive one to a negative. Here
we see that this person, or node, has shifted out of their former field and into another one,
shared with people who have the same negative affective response to the music. Because
these fields, and in particular the groups on these fields, are not static and always in motion,
people can enter and leave a field of distributed subjectivity. And in this same crowd, there
are multiple fields of distributed subjectivity taking place, connecting people through
affective responses to ubiquitous music.
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But what ties all the aforementioned concepts together is Devine’s use of Faulkner’s
listening formation. Faulkner defines listening formation as “the whole context of audition for
historically specific audiences, taking account of expectations formed for them by the whole
culture and technology of speech and hearing of which they are a part” (1994, 165). Devine
uses this concept to describe “mutually constitutive functions of fragile coalitions” (2013,
161), better understood as: “negotiations between forms of mediation and modes of listening,
these sets of contradictions between the practices of audiences and the ideals of audio
enthusiasts” (161). In this light, the loudness war is a part of the listening formation of
ubiquitous music and its listening modes. Within the loudness war, conflicts of imagined
listening modes and musical ideals can be seen. The technological, and simultaneously
ideological, development that the loudness war brought, enabled the further development of
ubiquitous music and listening. In short, if the technological and ideological musical
circumstances fit with the publics' imagined listening experience, it can lead to changes in
how music is perceived and listened to.
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Case Study: The Case Of Oasis V. Oasis
Musical context of the reception of (What’s The Story) Morning Glory? v. Be Here Now

At the height of the 1990s, Great Britain was held in a spell called britpop. Britpop was a
music-media rage (Huq 2010, 93), used to describe a range of popular British bands signaling
the comeback of Britain’s musical domination. Since the rise and fall of the British invasion
in the 1960s, the world’s musical culture and charts, thus Great-Britain’s as well, were largely
dominated by American artists.vii Britpop was partially a reaction to the popularity of the
American grunge genre in the UK (Harris 2003, 79). The American hegemony can be most
noticeably seen within the term ‘British invasion’. This term has the connotation that British
influences in global music culture are not as naturalized as American influences, that when it
occasionally does happen, it is seen as an invasion.
Amid the Britpop rage, Oasis and Blur were caught in a popularity battle coined ‘the
battle of Britpop’ (Richardson 1995). This battle really lifted off when Blur and Oasis
released their newest single, resp. ‘Country House’ and ‘Roll With It’, on the same day
(Brennan 2002, 4). Beforehand, both bands started slamming each other more regularly in the
press (DeRogatis 2008, 88). When Oasis released their second album Morning Glory, the UK
press prematurely received it lukewarm. This played an incredibly important role in the
premature over-appraisal of Be Here Now (Brennan 2002, 5). In the end, Oasis won the ‘battle
of britpop’ by achieving more commercial success (DeRogatis 2008, 89). (What’s The Story)
Morning Glory? has since become one of the best-selling albums of all time in the UK
(Official Charts 2020).
(What’s The Story) Morning Glory?

In terms of the overall grading of the album, the reviews are quite diverse. The American
music outlet Rolling Stone and Dutch music outlet Oor were the most positive about the
album, resp. scoring it four stars out of five (Wiederhorn 1995) and labeling the album “of
great class from a world-class band” (Kummer 1995, 59).viii British music outlet NME was a
little less positive scoring it a seven out of ten (Robinson 1995). The British music outlets
Vox and Q were the least positive, resp. scoring the album three stars out of five (Sutherland
1995, 122) and a six out of ten (Cavanagh 1995). However, these reviews did have a lot in
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common. Despite differences in their final judgment, the described musical factors (musical
style, lyrics, production, and artistic development) presented have a lot of similarities.
In terms of musical style or genre, the magazines noted the important role that
showing their influences played with Oasis whilst creating their sound. For instance, Oor
described the music as “retro-pop” (Kummer 1995, 59), and Rolling Stone noted that “rather
than hide from their influences, Oasis irreverently revel in them, even to the point of shoving
a few in their critics' faces” (Wiederhorn 1995). Meanwhile, Vox described the explicit
display of musical heritage as “excercises in classic construction” (Sutherland 1995, 103),
“homage is paid rather than damage done” (103), “tune-robbery” (Sutherland 1995, 122), and
Q as “That was then, but so is this” (Cavanagh 1995). These references were not only
hearable in the music, but can be read in the lyrics as well. Alongside the pop music
references, the pseudo-poetical nature of the lyrics is described in the reviews as well. Q
described the lyrics as “nothing much about anything” (Cavanagh 1995) and Vox added that
“seem thrown together with little thought for anything but scan and rhyme. (…) It’s a
showcase assembled to sound good and fit right, but at times it’s downright clumsy”
(Sutherland 1995, 103). NME’s more positive review noted that “in writing lyrics, this marks
a huge extension of Noel’s Range” (Robinson 1995). However, Morning Glory has “only the
sketchiest of lyrical conceits; but the fact is that when an Oasis song makes sense, it does so
(…) in the most primitive way imaginable” (Robinson 1995). In terms of production, the
magazines describe the loudness of the album. Oor magazine said that it sounds like “a wall
of guitars” (Kummer 1995, 59)ix and Rolling Stone described their sound as “revving on
amplifier overload” (Wiederhorn 1995), sketching the guitar sound as “bristling” (Wiederhorn
1995). On the topic of Oasis’s artistic development, the judgments are yet again not
unanimous. Where Q notes the use of sampling and orchestras, they still thought that “Oasis
have not given themselves the chance to develop musically” (Cavanagh 1995). Oor mentioned
the same use of orchestration and called it “successful experimentation” (Kummer 1995, 59).x
Be Here Now
Album reviews of Oasis’s third album Be Here Now have a lot of common ground, but are
quite different in reception. This is similar to the reviews discussed in the paragraph on Oasis’
second album. Where Oor was greatly positive about Oasis’ second album, they were greatly
disappointed in their successor Be Here now, calling it a “consolidation of their commercial
leadership but nothing much else” (Kummer 1997, 61).xi Soundwise, they called it “boring
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(…), with a lack of inspiration covered up by an even louder and bigger wall of guitars”
(61).xii In terms of songwriting, Oor mentioned as well that “the songs were too long and
more of the same but of lesser quality” (Kummer 1997, 61).xiii These views on loudness were
largely shared by Q Magazine, describing its sound as “cocaine set to music” (Du Noyer
1997, 132). Spin labeled the album reasonably good by scoring it 6 out of ten (Norris 1997,
136), describing the album as the “latest collection of mid-tempo sonic dramas” (136). They
found that the melodies were too “extravagant” (137), the lyrics “fatuous” (137), and the
constant Beatles referencing “compulsive” (137) or even “almost autistic” (137). However,
there were a lot of positive reviews of Be Here Now as well. A reviewer from pitchfork, who
scored the album 7.9 out of 10, thought that it sounded like a combination of the first two
albums (Schreiber 2000), “but with a lot more pump” (Schreiber 2000). While the first two
albums contained “three- to- four minute pop slices” (Schreiber 2000), Be Here Now consists
of “six- to- ten minute long epics” (Schreiber 2000). Roy Wilkinson, from Select, gave the
album a rave review as well. He described it as their “most abrasive adrenalized album yet”
(Wilkinson 1997, 89), the album that “in a year time every home will have” (89) and “Oasis at
their most monolithic yet” (89). Throughout the review, the album is musically described as
an assembly of the most important moments in rock history by “the finest rock synthesists the
world has known” (89). This is greatly because of the expanded range of influences and
musical references.
Whilst the conclusions, as well as the ratings, of the reviews vary from 3 stars to 5 out
of five, most of the observations are quite the same. The reviews have in common that Be
Here Now sounds like a combination of the first two albums, but longer and a lot louder. They
also remark that the album is full of musical and lyrical references, as well as lyrics that seem
to be meaningless or pseudo-poetical. The biggest difference between the reviews is that the
same observations lead to differences on a scale of positivity, ranging from “the British
Lynyrd Skynyrd” (Norris 1997, 137) to “the biggest thrill in town” (Wilkinson 1997, 89).
A contemporary review of (What’s The Story?) Moring Glory v. Be Here Now
In the reading of primary sources, we saw similar observations, from Morning Glory and Be
Here Now still led to quite different receptions. This is largely the result of two reasons,
namely (non-)musical context and imagined listening mode. The first reason, (non-)musical
context, is touched upon in the contemporary reviews of both albums whilst the second,
imagined listening mode, is not or has barely scratched the surface. As far as (non-)musical
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context goes, the success or failure of both albums was largely dedicated to zeitgeist and
media attention (Lynskey 2016). For example, this can be read in Select’s review, where the
anticipation of the album is described, and in an interview from The Guardian with reviewers
who over-appraised the album.xiv
The yet-to-be-explained musical cause that led to big differences between Morning
Glory and Be Here Now’s appraisal, is the constant conflict of listening modes. As described
earlier in this thesis, listening is not just done with or without attention. Listening to music
can be done in various modes with the amount of attention invested in it measured on a scale,
ranging from completely inattentive to a close-listening musical inspection used for example
in musical analysis. The differences in the appraisal of Morning Glory and Be Here Now are
the result of a conflict between imagined listening modes.
In short, I would argue that Be Here Now is musically written for an attentive listening
mode, Morning Glory for a less attentive listening mode, and both albums are produced,
mixed, and mastered for background listening or noisy environments.xv Both albums play like
a whole and have a feeling of sonic flow. Sonic Flow is a concept from film music theory by
Michel Chion that explains how sound and images create a feeling of continuity, even when
the images on screen are not (1994, 45-46). Ubiquitous music has this sense of continuity,
even though the music is listened to in a less attentive mode. On Be Here Now, the song
transitions play a big role in this continuity. The tracklist is ordered in a way that the songs
that follow each other are in harmonically matching keys. This enables a smooth flow
throughout the album as well as brings energy boosts or drops to certain moments on the
album, which can be seen in the transition analysis, see appendix 11.xvi The use of fade-outs,
fade-ins, short transitions of a few seconds well as segueing songs reinforces the feeling of
sonic flow. After taking a closer look at the song transitions, it seems like the album was
written for a vinyl record rather than a CD. Since there are twelve songs on the album, with
most of them longer than 5 minutes, the album has to be divided into two vinyl records
instead of one. This means that the songs on the album will be divided into four sides. When
looking at the transition analysis, I found that some of the songs had much cleaner transitions
than others. When the songs with short transitions or segues are seen as one section then the
album can be divided into four parts as well. xvii This causes the songs that flow seamlessly
into each other, to be on the same side of the record. The song transitions that are relatively
longer signal the end of a part, and thus record side. The transition analysis of Morning Glory
shows that the album was not written in the same way as Be Here Now, see appendix 12. The
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flow on this album is more constant than on Be Here Now. All the songs have transitions of
less than two to three seconds and a segue is used twice. This leads to the conclusion that the
songs on the album cannot be divided into multiple parts that belong together. In five of the
eleven song transitions, harmonic transitions are not even used. This means that harmonic
transitions only partly play a role in Morning Glory.
Alongside the transitions, both albums are filled with enough attention-grabbing
musical references to British rock heritage, fitting for an Easter egg hunt. Kassabian describes
a method that tv-shows use, which attracts the consumers' attention. Here, an abundance of
cultural references is used to attract attention back to the screen (Kassabian 2013, 87). Oasis
uses a similar method. Their songs are filled with musical and lyrical references, from bands
that were highly influential on them. This seduces the listener into a more attentive listening
mode, where one tries to identify as many references as possible. Altogether, the elements on
Be Here Now seem to fit a more attentive listening mode, while a less attentive listening mode
fits better for Morning Glory.
The second musical element that signals a different listening mode is loudness. Whilst
the songs seem to be written for a more attentive listening mode, the album itself is produced
in a way that is more fitting for a less attentive listening mode. The loudness of the album can
be made visible through a musical waveform and a dynamic range analysis. The results of the
dynamic range analysis show that both albums score very low on the dynamic range scale.
Morning Glory has an average dynamic range (DR) of 5, a minimum score of 3, and a
maximum score of 10 (DR Loudness War 2018). Be Here Now scores respectively 5, 4, and 6
(DR Loudness War 2018). These marks are based on the difference between the peak decibel
reading and the average loudness level (Head-fi 2017). This means that both albums are
mastered vastly loud and compressed. However, after comparing songs from both albums
through a waveform, resp. see appendix 13-14, we can see a big difference in loudness
between both albums. The songs on Morning Glory give away a highly compressed and loud
sound. The songs have some moments of hyper-compression, but it does not dominate the
music. These cases of loudness and compression are nothing compared to the waveforms of
Be Here Now songs. Here, we see songs that are incredibly loud, hyper-compressed, and
extremely dense. Most of these songs seem to consist of more hyper-compressed sounds than
not. As seen in the theoretical framework, the use of extremely loud production and hypercompression can lead to listening-fatigue. Besides the abundance of hyper-compression, these
songs are produced so loudly that most of the song structures are invisible. Often, there are
12

differences in volume between parts of the song. An example of this can be seen in the
waveform of ‘Wonderwall’. Thus, these albums seem to be produced for a less attentive
listening mode.
Conclusion / Discussion
Throughout this thesis, I have been looking at how the loudness war affected the listening
experience of ubiquitous music. The ubiquitous music variables affect and attention played in
a vital role in understanding the loudness war’s role. First of all, this research showed that the
loudness war is not just a single historical event, but rather a part of an ongoing history of
sound reproduction. This is a history characterized by conflicts of imagined listening
modes,xviii between music consumers and audiophiles. In The loudness war, fidelity was
sacrificed to heed the consumer’s need for loudness by using (extremely) high amounts of
compression and lowering the dynamic range. Audiophiles believed that this would have a
detrimental effect on the listener’s experience. The Loudness war does have positive sides
too, it enables music to be consumed in more and noisier environments. This is due to the
loudness war’s loudly produced music with a smaller dynamic range, enabling it to cut
through or drown out background noise. This quality made it possible for music to become
ubiquitous, making the loudness war both an important technological and ideological
condition of ubiquity. Ubiquitous music is a new form of music that combines elements of
background and foreground, becoming music that can be listening to anywhere and at any
time. This comes with a new mode of listening to music, called ubiquitous listening. Here,
music is listened to as a secondary activity and does not require our full attention.
Nevertheless, ubiquitous music still has an effect on our senses creating affective responses.
Because ubiquitous music is often played in shared environments such as stores and cars, the
shared listening experience plays a big role here as well. This is seen in the concept of
distributed subjectivity. Distributed subjectivity is a field where subjectivity is distributed
through nodes that are linked together by ubiquitous music. This means that people with
similar affective responses to music are connected and create a field of distributed
subjectivity. What connects ubiquitous music, listening modes, and the loudness war is that
they are part of the same listening formation. What this means in practice can be seen in the
case study. Here we see that how music is criticized depends on the listening formation that
the criticizer is a part of. The contemporary criticizers from 1995 and 1997 were part of a
different listening formation, where the concept of ubiquitous music was not yet well
13

developed and listening modes or environments did not play a big role. The listening
formation that I am a part of does contain these ideas, resulting in my different analysis
modes, observations, and conclusions. These changes in how music is consumed require new
ways of thinking about music, which is something this thesis does.
However, this thesis does not give a final and complete answer to the aforementioned research
question. This is due to three factors. First of all change. Science and the world around us are
constantly in motion. The moment you write a thesis, such as this one, your research subject
has probably already developed into something new. Nevertheless, it still gives a good insight
into how a problem is perceived at the time. The second factor is space. Due to space
limitations, there are some topics that I have not been able to include in this thesis. For
instance, it would be interesting to add a discussion on how the medium that music is played
on, affects the way music is received as well as consumed. It would be interesting to delve
deeper into the technical side of the loudness war and consuming music as well. Finally, the
present and the future. Since most of the literature used throughout this thesis is written
between 1994 and 2013, it is difficult to say for sure what still applies to our new music media
such as Spotify, and what does not. In addition, it is virtually impossible to predict our future
consumption of and thinking about music. However, I do think that the growing omnipresence
of music will continue. Ubiquity is here to stay!
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Appendix
Appendix 1
Rolling Stone: Oasis – (what’s the story) Morning Glory?
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Appendix 2
Oor: Vol zelfvertrouwen
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Appendix 3
NME: Tales Of The Expected
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Appendix 4:
Vox: Re-vox Oasis – (what’s the story) Morning Glory?
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Appendix 5:
Q: Blantant
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Appendix 6
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Vox: Just Say Noel.

Appendix 7
Oor: Meer, Maar Minder
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Appendix 8
Spin: Oasis – Be Here Now
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Appendix 9:
Pitchfork: Oasis – Be Here Now
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Appendix 10
Select: And on the third album, Noel Created…
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Appendix 11
Transition-Analysis Be Here Nowxix
Be Here Now
1. ‘D’You’
1 -> 2
2. ‘Mouth’
2 -> 3
3. ‘Magic’
3 -> 4
4. ‘Stand’
4 -> 5
5. ‘Hope’
5 -> 6
6. ‘Shirt’
6 -> 7
7. ‘Fade’
7 -> 8
8. ‘Don’t’
8 -> 9
9. ‘Be’
9 -> 10
10. ‘World’
10 -> 11
11. ‘Better’
11 -> 12
12. ‘Reprise’
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Tempo
80 BPM

Key
Em

Camelot key
12B

Transitions
High Energy Boost

135 BPM

Fm

7B
Segue + Low Energy Boost

148 BPM

Cm

8B
Low Energy Boost

170 BPM

Gm

9B

137 BPM

Dm

10B

166 BPM

Gm

9B

86 BPM

Gm

9B

Low Energy Boost
Low Energy Drop
Perfect Harmonic Match
Low Energy Drop
81 BPM

Cm

8B
Moderate Energy Drop

112 BPM

Am

11B
Moderate Energy Drop

82 BPM

Gm

9B
Pseudo Segue + Low
Energy Boost

126 BPM

Dm

10B
Segue + Perf. Harm. Match

164 BPM

Dm

10B

Transition notes:
1 -> 2: Distortion faded out in the last second, song two starts immediately with guitar
distortion
2 -> 3: Segue
3 -> 4: Ends on a piece of music that sounds like an intermezzo, which is very different from
the song, followed by approx. five sec. of silence. 4 Starts directly afterwards with guitar
distortion
4 -> 5: Ends on guitar distortion. 5 starts immediately with guitar distortion. Not a clean
segue, but a feeling of flow is undeniable.
5 -> 6: Ends on looped guitar distortion, fades out in the last two seconds. 6 starts two seconds
in.
6 -> 7: The last part of 6 consists of multiple subdominant chord progressions (I –IV),
creating a feeling of tension. The music stops abruptly two seconds before time on a
subdominant chord progression (I –IV).xx The music on song 7 begins right from the start.
7 -> 8: Ends 2 seconds before time on guitar distortion. 8 starts immediately by counting
down with drum sticks
8 -> 9: Ends almost ten seconds before the end on mellow guitar strumming. 9 starts three
seconds in on guitar distortion.
9 -> 10: Ends on distortion right till the end. 10 starts directly with light guitar strumming.
10 -> 11: Ends with a fade out, 11 starts with a fade in creating the illusion of a segue
11 -> 12: Segue
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Appendix 12
Transition-Analysis (What’s The Story) Morning Glory?xxi
Morning Glory
1. ‘Hello’
1 -> 2
2. ‘Roll’
2 -> 3
3. ‘Wonderwall’
3 -> 4
4. ‘Anger’
4 -> 5
5. ‘Hey Now’
5 -> 6
6. ‘Swamp 1’
6 -> 7
7. ‘Some’
7 -> 8
8. ‘Shadow’
8 -> 9
9. ‘Electric’
9 -> 10
10. ‘Morning’
10 -> 11

Tempo
132 BPM

11. ‘Swamp 2’
11 -> 12

107 BPM

12. ‘Supernova’

150 BPM
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Key
Amin

Camelot key
8A

(Harmonic) Transitions
Perfect Harmonic Match

127 BPM

Amin

8A
Does not apply

175 BPM

Dm

10B
High Energy Drop

164 BPM

Cm

8B

202 BPM

Dm

10B

B♭m

6B

High Energy Boost
Does not apply
143 BPM

Does not apply
110 BPM

Cmin

5A

158 BPM

Gm

9B

125 BPM

Am

11B

137 BPM

Dm

7A

Does not aply
High Energy Boost
Does not apply
Segue + Low Energy
Boost
Fm

7B
Segue + Moderate Energy
Drop

Dm

10B

Transition notes:
1 -> 2: Song 1 ends on an extended (dotted) or stretched note that sounds till the very end of the song.
Song 2 starts directly afterwards
2 ->3: Song 2 ends on a similar stretched note, that lasts till two seconds before the end and is
followed by a cough. Song 3 starts right from the beginning.
3 -> 4: Song 3 ends on a stretched note, followed by some soft guitar playing that lasts till the end of
the song. Song 4 starts right from the beginning.
4 -> 5: Song 4 ends on a stretched note, that runs till the end of the song. Song 5 starts right from the
beginning.
5 -> 6: Song 5 ends on a stretched note as well, that runs till the end of the song. Song 6 starts directly
with a fade in .
6 -> 7: Song 6 ends with a fading out deformed sound. Song 7 starts directly.
7 -> 8: Song 7 ends on a fade out that lasts until the very last second of the song. Song 8 starts directly
after.
8 -> 9: Song 8 ends on a stretched note that lasts till the end. Song 9 starts directly afterwards.
9 -> 10: Song 8 ends on a stretched note followed by a combination of a single guitar and drum tone
10 -> 11: Segue
11 -> 12: Segue
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Appendix 13
Waveforms Oasis – (What’s The Story) Morning Glory?:

1. ‘Hello’

Note: The music is displayed in blue, the red parts are clipping.
2. ‘Roll With It’

Note: The music is displayed in green, the yellow parts are clipping.
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3. ‘Wonderwall’

Note: The music is displayed in purple, the yellow/orange parts are clipping.
4. ‘Don’t Look Back In Anger’

Note: The music is displayed in bright orange, the yellow/light orange parts are clipping.
5. ‘Hey Now!’

Note: The music is displayed in black, the red parts are clipping.
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6. ‘Swamp Song 1’

Note: The Music is displayed in blue, the red parts are clipping
7. ‘Some Might Say’

Note: The music is displayed in green, the yellow parts are clipping.
8. ‘Cast No Shadow’

Note: The music is displayed in purple, the yellow/orange parts are clipping.
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9. ‘She’s Electric’

Note: The music is displayed in bright orange, the yellow/light orange parts are clipping.
10. ‘Morning Glory’

Note: The music is displayed in black, the red parts are clipping.
11. ‘Swamp Song 2’

Note: The music is displayed in red, there is no clipping in this song
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12. ‘Champagne Supernova’

Note: The music is displayed in blue, the red parts are clipping.
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Appendix 14
Waveforms Oasis - Be Here Now

1. D’You Know What I Mean

Note: The music is displayed in green, the yellow parts are clipping.

2. My Big Mouth

Note: The music is displayed in purple, the orange parts are clipping
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3. Magic Pie

Note: The music is displayed in bright orange, the light orange parts are clipping.

4. Stand By Me

Note: The music is displayed in black, the parts in red are clipping.

5. I Hope, I Think, I Know

Note: The music is displayed in red, the yellow parts are clipping.
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6. The Girl In The Dirty Shirt

Note: The music is displayed in blue, the red parts are clipping.

7. Fade In-Out

Note: The music is displayed in green, the yellow parts are clipping.
8. Don’t Go Away

Note: The music is displayed in purple, the orange parts are clipping.
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9. Be Here Now

Note: The music is displayed in bright orange, the light orange parts are clipping

10. All Around The World

Note: The music is displayed in black, the red parts are clipping.
11. It’s Getting Better (Man!)

Note: The music is displayed in red, the yellow parts are clipping.
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12. All Around The World (Reprise)

Note: The music is displayed in blue, the red parts are clipping.
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Endnotes
This article written by Anthony Sfirse called ‘Engineering the Sound: Pink Floyd’s ‘Dark Side of the Moon’,’
explains why the album is hailed for its production.
https://happymag.tv/engineering-the-sound-pink-floyds-dark-side-of-the-moon/.
ii
The title of this album is shortened throughout this thesis to Morning Glory
iii
especially with dynamic range and loudness.
iv
this discussion ranges from page 166 till 172 and shows multiple instances of listening formations and clashes
between music consumer’s imagined listening mode and audiophiles musical ideals.
v
A forward slash is used here to signal an important relation between the two concepts. These concepts cannot
be used interchangeably but do belong together as if they are yin and yang.
vi
Basically, every identity or emotion has its own distributed subjectivity field.
vii
With the exception of a few uprisings such as punk and new wave.
viii
“Klasseplaat van een wereldband”
ix
“gitaarmuren”
x
“Geslaagde experimntatie”
xi
“Waarmee Oasis haar commerciële toppositie consolideert, maar dat is ook alles.”
xii
“Saai (…), waarop een krachtig en energiek geluid een bij tijd en wijlen schrijnend gebrek aan inspiratie met
verhullen.”
xiii
“De songs gaan vaak veel te lang door en het blijft een kwestie van ‘meer van hetzelfde”
xiv
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/oct/06/flattened-by-the-cocaine-panzers-the-toxic-legacy-of-oasissbe-here-now
xv
such as cars, bars or beaches.
xvi
The concept of the importance of harmonic matches in the sonic flow of a playlist or album is based on the
Camelot Wheel. This is a wheel that shows what keys are a good harmonic match to each other, to aid a DJ in
achieving the mood that he wants.
xvii
I have labeled a transition short when there is a maximum of 4 seconds between the end of the first song and
the beginning of the next song. A song ends or begins when, resp., the sounds stop or begin.
xviii
most notably on the musical elements loudness and fidelity.
xix
https://songdata.io/album/6MYqpAbjxmm65kiqYolbfY/Be-Here-Now-by-Oasis
i

xx
xxi

https://tabs.ultimate-guitar.com/tab/oasis/the-girl-in-the-dirty-shirt-chords-35474
https://songdata.io/album/2u30gztZTylY4RG7IvfXs8/Whats-The-Story-Morning-Glory-by-Oasis
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